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Editorial
QUEERLIENT 2: ELECTRIC BOOGALOO
Record scratch
freeze frame
Yup, that’s us. You’re probably wondering how we ended up
in this situation.
Curating and editing Queerlient is probably one of our
favourite university experiences. It’s high stress (quite
possibly the highest of stresses we’ve ever experienced)
but the reward of seeing queer students see and grab a
copy that reflects them is worth it.
Just this week, we had left over copies scattered across
our Clubs Expo stall and people still want to grab a copy (or
copies if they can get away with it). They don’t care how old
the copies may be, they just want something to hold on to.
Something tangible that lets them know they’re not alone at
this University.
The first Queerlient I (Brock) ever read was the 2016 issue, I
think. I’ve been at this university since 2015 so all the years
blur into one at this point. What I do remember is sneakily
grabbing a copy while at Pipitea campus, back when Pipitea
stretched into the West Wing of the Railway Station.
I hid down one of the forever extending corridors in that
building, and read it. I can’t remember any of the content,
to be fair, but the memory of the issue sticks. The cover
ingrained into my mind.
I (Will, that is) came into this scene a little differently. I
arrived, fresh faced and eager in 2017 and was immediately
brought into the folds of queer life on campus. Somehow, I
was very swiftly shifted from young impressionable queer to
Co-President of UniQ, working on the Queerlient sub-edits
from bed (hence the wonderful photo).
I remember holding my first copy of Queerlient, reading it
with my friends and wondering if I could do something like
that. I’m now very glad that Brock is doing most of the work,
and not me.
Now, how does one come to be the guest editor for
Queerlient you might ask? Even more bewildering, how does
one get co-opted into being the sub editor for Queerlient
by said guest editor? We like to think it was these first issues
of Queerlient we read that started us on this journey.
By being a part of UniQ, we have been able to make
wonderful connections with queer students who differ
from each other in almost every way possible. Different

Gay and gayer

backgrounds, identities, experiences, you name it! It is
these connections that have guided my editing of this issue.
So before you venture into this issue, let us give you a
rundown of the kinds of content you can find in this issue.
We have:
•

Heavy, academic-type pieces

•

Personal essays on exploring queer identity

•

Fun explorations of queer student advocacy

•

Poetry!?

•

And random and zany bits and bobs to help wind down
after all the other beautiful pieces this issue contains

So take your time reading this issue. Whether it’s during the
week of distribution or years later when a future UniQ team is
handing out issues (they bloody better be). Savour the issue.
And finally, if you’re wanting to take this blessing (or burden)
off our hands, know it’s not at all in our hands. It’s safe to say
at least one of us has finished our queer university journey
(Brock is graduating, we love to see it). So if you read this and
it sets you on your journey some way, somehow, then join
UniQ and edit away.
Brock Stobbs (He/Him) | Will Eland (They/Them)
Guest Editor and Absolute Mad Lad | Sub-Editor
and Review King
Brought to you by
Peoples Coffee Newtown
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Supporting LGBTQIA+ and takatāpui students at
Te Herenga Waka—Victoria University of Wellington
Victoria University of Wellington’s rainbow and inclusion adviser is here to support
LGBTQIA+ and takatāpui students and to work with our community to make sure our
campuses are a safe and inclusive environment for students of all sexualities, genders,
and sex characteristics.
All LGBTQIA+ and takatāpui students can contact the University’s rainbow and
inclusion adviser who:
supports students who have any rainbow-related questions or issues
has drop-in sessions to help connect you with appropriate services
can email you about upcoming rainbow events on campus
can arrange to meet with you at any of the University’s campuses.

GEORGIA ANDREWS (she/her)
Rainbow and inclusion adviser
georgia.andrews@vuw.ac.nz
Room SU213, Student Union Building,
Kelburn Campus

www.wgtn.ac.nz/rainbow

Come and join us for a Rainbow afternoon tea catch
up on Wednesday 29 July from 2.30 pm–4.30 pm in
The Bubble. We look forward to seeing you there!
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News

MONDAY 20 JULY 2020

VUW Re-O Week Gig Cancelled

After Only 82 Tickets Sold
FINN BLACKWELL | HE/HIM

The Victoria University Re-O Week event ‘Drum & Bass
in Your Face’, scheduled for Saturday 11th was abruptly
cancelled with just over 24 hours notice.
This event was meant to be a welcome back for students
the weekend before the commencement of trimester two. It
was to feature artists State of Mind and Concord Dawn, two
kiwi drum and bass musicians who have seen large-scale
success across the country.
As with O-Week this year, the Hub was the chosen venue
for the cancelled event, which has the capacity to host an
audience of 1400. Before the cancellation, the event page
had around 300 people interested and the University has
since confirmed only 82 tickets were sold.
The Facebook event page was updated shortly after the
cancellation was announced directing people to receive
refunds.
Some students commented that they were unaware of the
event’s existence, saying they had not seen any promotions
on their social media.
The promotion of this event was paid for by VUW, with
VUWSA offering additional support. VUWSA were unable to
respond to Salient’s offer for comment.
When asked by Salient what contributed to this event
being cancelled and what financial losses were expected/
currently being experienced from this event being cancelled,
a University spokesperson responded that “despite
promotion by the University and by VUWSA, ticket sales for
the 'Drum and Bass In Your Face’ were too low to make the
event a success.”
“At this stage, we are unable to calculate the financial loss for
the cancellation of this event,” continued the spokesperson.
Salient has submitted an OIA into the costs of organising
this event for the Uni and it’s subsequent financial fallout.
The Sunday event, Montell 2099, which was presented by
VUWSA but funded by the University, was attended by around

Re-O Drum & Bass event page. Image via: Facebook

750 people. The Hunter Lounge provided refreshments for
the event.
One Hunter Lounge staff member stated that the event was
“pretty quiet. Everyone was well behaved and pretty relaxed”.
Starting at 8 and finishing at around 10:30, students
“seemed to have a pretty good time” commented another
Hunter Lounge staff member.
The event was summarised by Hunter Lounge staff as “very
relaxed” with “no problems”.
“From what I gathered, everyone was having a good time,”
they continued.
Despite a touch-and-go start to Re-O week, the Hub
remained a buzz with returning students appearing in droves
for events such as Clubs Day and the Market Expo. With
more events scheduled across campuses for the rest of the
week, students may finally find on-campus life returning to
its pre-lockdown self.

NEWS: ISSUE 14
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Eye on the Exec
RACHEL TROW | KĀI TAHU, NGĀTI TŪWHARETOA | SHE/HER

On Friday 10th, the VUWSA Exec met for the first time since
former President Geo Robrigado’s resignation. The meeting
was chaired by Acting Academic Vice President and now
Acting President, Taylah Shuker.
Shuker’s report focused mainly on admin and the handover
between Robrigado and herself. Welfare Vice President,
Michael Turnbull’s recent week(s) mainly featured planning
for planning. Events included Sustainability Week, Pride
Week, as well as a cultural performance event. Turnbull had
also met with uni reps regarding the future of the Piki mental
health programme.
Engagement Vice President, Joanna Li, reported on
upcoming plans for student engagement with the Wellington
City Council’s Golden Mile campaign. While ideas were
floated for submissions on the council's plans, nothing
concrete has been decided yet.

Campaigns Officer, Grace Carr provided updates regarding
both the upcoming VUWSA and General Election campaigns.
The Exec debated for some time about whether to schedule
the VUWSA elections for before or after the election. The
Exec are to come to a decision in the coming week or so.
Treasurer/Secretary Ralph Zambrano led a discussion
on the “Support Your Local” campaign and the value of
making a video for the event, to which there were mixed
reviews. This is all coming under the VUWSA hashtag
#VUWSALovesLocal.
The Exec was relatively organised despite some Zoomrelated technical difficulties. They were a notably cohesive
unit, at least in comparison to trimester one meetings but
we usually dipped out of those Zoom calls.
The meeting, by some miracle of God, lasted bang on an
hour. Don’t know about you lot, but we’re very much looking
forward to VUWSA 2020 version-2, electric boogaloo.

YSRC Speak Out on

‘Rebuilding Together’ Budget
RACHEL LOCKWOOD | SHE/HER

The Youth Sector Rainbow Collective were unhappy with the
Government’s ‘Rebuilding Together’ Budget announcement,
according to a statement released by the collective on
May 26.
The statement by the Collective highlights that while $20
billion has been set aside for the ongoing response to
COVID-19, they “would like to see a portion of this funding
allocated towards national initiatives that enable mental
health and addiction support services [...] for rainbow
young people”.
The Collective reasons that “even at the best of times,
rainbow young people face higher rates of mental distress
than their peers.”
They indicate that existing research shows “that 71% of
transgender and non-binary people experience high or
very high psychological distress.” The Collective states
that to combat these statistics, there needs to be “a more
sustainable and supportive mental health system.”
The other core part of the statement by the Collective is
their desire to see “rainbow communities specifically
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named in this section as a priority group.” The section
pertains to family violence services funding and social
services and community groups funding.
While the statement on the budget was their first joint press
release, the Collective has previously “worked on joint
submissions together,” according to Tabby Besley (She/Her),
Managing Director of InsideOUT Kōaro.
More recently, the Collective has collaborated on a campaign
called ‘Be There’ campaign. This campaign is “targeted
at the family and whanau of rainbow young people,” said
Besley, and encourages them to ‘be there’ for their young
rainbow family members.
Besley shared that the “Youth Sector Rainbow Collective
was formed in 2019 to better enable collaboration, strategy
and support amongst the various organisations working to
support rainbow young people across Aotearoa.”
The Collective hopes to continue to grow the ‘Be There’
campaign while also continuing “to collaborate to best
advocate for rainbow young people.”

The Openly Queer Politicians
Vying for Your Vote in Election 2020
ANNABEL MCCARTHY | TE WHAKATŌHEA | SHE/HER

New Zealand could set a new record for queer representation
in Parliament come election day.
The Australian Associated Press reported earlier this month
that New Zealand is on track to elect the “gayest parliament
in the world” if current political polls are to be believed.
In just two months time, New Zealand will vote for the
politicians they wish to represent them in the House of
Representatives, and, based on current trends, candidates
from the Labour and Green parties could see the highest
percentage of LGBTQIA+ politicians elected yet.
It is predicted election 2020 will see nine openly queer
candidates elected to Parliament, making up 7.5% of the
entire House of Representatives. This would break the
current record held by the United Kingdom, who have 7% of
its 650-member House of Commons who identify as queer.
If the Green Party of Aotearoa New Zealand is able to
increase its party vote come September 19, this number
could jump to 11 MPs.

"It is predicted election 2020 will
see nine openly queer candidates
elected to Parliament"
Presently, there are seven openly queer Members of
Parliament out of a total 120. These comprise five Labour
and two Green MPs.
Grant Robertson, who plays a critical role in the current
Government as Minister of Finance, is one such politician.
In his maiden speech to Parliament in 2008, Robertson said,
“I am proud and comfortable with who I am. Being gay is part
of who I am, just as is being a former diplomat, a fan of the
mighty Wellington Lions and a fan of New Zealand music
and New Zealand literature.”
Robertson has said in the past he has been the target of
homophobic abuse and bias as a result of his sexuality.
Another MP is Louisa Wall, who spearheaded the Marriage
Amendment Act 2013 legalising same sex marriage.
The historic Bill made New Zealand only the 13th country in
the world to legalise gay marriage at the time.

During the Bill’s third reading, Wall stressed that “marriage
equality is only one issue. There is still a lot of work to be
done to address discrimination against our lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, and intersex communities.”
Other current, openly queer Labour Party MPs vying for
re-election this September include Kiri Allen, Tamati Coffey
and Meka Whaitiri.
First-time Labour Party candidate Dr Ayesha Verrall is
also a member of the rainbow community. She rose to
prominence during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic
due to her role as an infectious diseases specialist.
She advised the government and Health Ministry on its
COVID-19 response and produced an independent report
into contact tracing efforts.
At number 18 on the Labour Party list, Verrall is a shoo-in for
election to Parliament on September 19. Last year, she was
elected to the Capital and Coast DHB and has previously
served as President of the Otago University Students’
Association.
Northcote candidate Shanan Halbert is also set to join
Labour’s next rainbow caucus.
The Green Party of Aotearoa New Zealand has two current
serving queer MPs set to be re-elected to Parliament.
Green Party rainbow issues spokesperson Jan Logie
was first elected to Parliament in 2011 and is the current
Parliamentary Under-Secretary to the Minister of Justice
for Domestic and Sexual Violence Issues. During her time
in Parliament, Logie has consistently advocated on behalf
of the rainbow community for better protections and rights.
Green MP Chlöe Swarbrick also identifies as queer, saying in
an interview with the New Zealand Herald in 2019 she “liked
people” and “was never in the closet”.
LGBTQIA+ activist Elizabeth Kerekere and anti-poverty
campaigner Ricardo Menendez-March could also be
elected if the Greens are able to garner enough votes.
In contrast, the National Party has no openly LGBTQIA+
candidates in winnable positions in its party list and have no
representation among its current serving 55 MPs.
Neither ACT or New Zealand First have candidates who are
openly queer.
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Opinion
Accessibility Shouldn't Have
Been a Last Resort for VUW
WILL ELAND | THEY/THEM

The University has finally delivered more accessible study
options by continuing online learning for most courses in
Trimester 2. This move however highlights two questions; why
did it take a pandemic to make learning more accessible?
And will this blended teaching method be reversed once the
pandemic fades?

Many students were confused around the communication
surrounding the break, and even more confused about what
teaching would look like when it finally did return. Would
those who had hands-on courses be allowed into the
University? If not, would they get a refund? Would grades be
bumped up to reflect the fact that:

In a series of newsletters sent to students in June, the
University announced a variety of options for trimester two
learning. Students can now either learn entirely online, mix
and match as they please, or come to campuses physically
for all learning.

•

There was a global pandemic hanging over all of
our heads;

•

The month-long break during said pandemic meant that
many students lost the groove of learning, and found it
hard to force their brain to start thinking about matters
other than survival; and

•

Online learning didn’t suit some students/courses?

Of course, it wasn’t in response to the countless hours
representative groups have put into this mission for
accessibility, it was because of a pandemic. Under the
COVID-19 response, it’s a government requirement that all
universities be capable of transitioning to a high alert level
within 24 hours. The University’s move to this method of
online learning is evidentially only because they have to.
For years now, students have been fighting for equity in
learning for those who don’t have the capacity to attend
classes. The Disables Students’ Association and VUWSA
particularly have been campaigning for recorded lectures.
In VUWSA’s 2019 ‘Check the Rec’ report it was found
that 98% of respondents supported a consistent lecture
recording policy at VUW. There were a number of reasons for
supporting this: language barriers, clashes, and of course
mental and physical health. The University didn’t budge on
this.

"The University’s move to
this method of online learning
is evidentially only because
they have to."
Even throughout VUW’s response to COVID-19, the
communication surrounding issues like this have let
students down. The lead up to lockdown included severe
inconsistencies in lecturers delivering online learning and
not, perhaps this is why VUW took a month break from being
a university.

08
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The answer to all of those was, of course, no.
The timing and the way in which lecture recordings were
brought to us have done no favours to those fighting to keep
them as an option. Everyone is too scared by the idea of
being forced into a purely online learning environment again
(which is fair, some people need physical learning just as
some need online) to really push for a dual teaching method.
But the concerns many students still have surround the
potential end-date to this equitable learning method.
For now, at least, the University seems to be pushing the
dual teaching method in Trimester 2, and in the meantime,
this is positive. It’s benefiting students from all walks of
life—disabled or sick, hungover or tired, or those with external
responsibilities. Lecturers can now offer classes both
in-person as well as on Zoom or put up onto Blackboard later
as a recording. Zoom tutorials are also being implemented
and options are being created for specialised classes, such
as laboratories.
However, once the pandemic fades, will the University
conveniently forget about the benefits of including online
learning? We already know that they won't listen to the
students who really need it.

Probing the Punters
1. Arts gay or STEM gay?

4. Gender is?

2. Favourite “Gay Icon”?

5. Guilty Gay Pleasure?

3. RuPaul Fracking?

ROSE, SHE/HER
20

MORGAN, ANY PRONOUNS
20

1.

STEM gay

1.

Both

2.

She-ra

2.

Conan Gray

3.

No thanks

3.

Ugh

4.

A social construct

4.

Up to you

5.

Fluffy fanfiction

5.

Respecting people’s
pronouns

PETE, HE/HIM
22 (PICTURED LEFT)

HOWE, HE/HIM
22 (PICTURED RIGHT)

1.

Arts gay

1.

Arts Gay

2.

Ezra Miller

2.

Lady Gaga

3.

?

3.

Fuck you

4.

Anything that makes
you comfortable

4.

Yours

5.

I have no shame

5.

Vids of people falling over

FEN, SHE/HER
21

CAITLYN, SHE/THEY
26

1.

Yes

1.

Arts

2.

Nico di Angelo

2.

Artemis

3.

Idk what that means

3.

What

4.

Fucking confusing

4.

Nonsense

5.

Falling in love
with everyone

5.

Trashy slash fics
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Gender is Boring;
Rights are Where
It’s At
WORDS BY ELLE HENDERSON | SHE/HER/THEY/THEM

10

As a transgender woman,
I have found questions
of what gender is, and
how/why trans people
exist, increasingly tiresome.
Considering we have
been debating our nature
for a long time, we haven’t
actually made a lot of
progress in being recognised
as people, rather than as
oddities or scapegoats.

nature of those things or that stuff? In this debate between
trans people and anti-trans advocates, the issue at hand
concerns the nature of gender as a thing that exists.
The ontological status of marginalised properties or
identities has always been central to issues regarding civil
rights. For example, consider some of the earliest modern
arguments for gay rights. Karl Ulrichs campaigned for the
legal rights of gay people in Germany during the 1800s.
He did this by challenging the dominant view of the time
(that homosexual activity was immoral and degenerate)
by putting forward a new ontology of the human in which
there existed Urnings and Dionings, types of men who were
attracted to men or women, respectively (as well as the
women counterparts Urningins and Dioningins). Instead
of homosexuality being itself just immoral behaviour, that
behaviour driven by natural features of the person.
By essentialising sexuality this way, it was argued it could not
be illegal as that would be to criminalise the basic nature of
a human. Obviously, the story does not end there. Whether
things exist, and their natures should they exist, has been
debated by many socially consequential identities.

Whatever transgender people’s origins, we exist as people
and maybe it’s time to stop giving anti-transgender activists
time and space by debating how our particular brand of
personhood comes about. Maybe instead of discussing
our rights and position within society through the proxy
argument of what gender means, we should focus on
reorienting the way society manages people on a more
contextual, case by case basis? I’m going to introduce the
argumentative trap that keeps trans people from developing
as a people by holding back allowable debates before
suggesting what could be done about it in the aims that in
our day to day lives, all of us can change the discussion to
be more productive.
Brian Earp (a philosopher who writes on topics concerning
sex and gender) recently published a piece in The
Philosopher titled “What is gender for?”. In this piece, he
briefly outlines the basic debate over gender that I’m sure
many of us are woefully tired of and upset about.
On the one hand, transgender people and their supporters
emphasise the phenomenological, experiential aspects of
one’s life as to where their gender sits, de-emphasising the
role of the body in determining it. In this view, gender is real,
but it lives in a world inaccessible by others, depending on
our claims and expression for anything about it to be known.
From the other side, anti-trans advocates and self-titled
gender critical feminists claim that gender is entirely
determined by bodily characteristics, variably emphasising
the genitals, hormones, and chromosomes as the site of
gender determination. Brian Earp describes this debate as
one about ontology. Ontology, simply speaking, is the branch
of philosophy concerned with what exists. What things, or
stuff, or kinds of stuff are there in existence? What is the

Ulrich’s argument that gay people are gay by nature has
extended well into the modern age as the debate about
what gayness is, and how people become gay is repeatedly
resurrected.
Reactionaries would push that measures provided for
gay people were unnecessary or even downright wrong
on the basis that being gay was far from natural. It was, in
fact, something you could learn or catch from deviant men
or women who were out to convert and defile children. In
New Zealand, this debate would show its head again during
homosexual law reform in the 1980’s, around the Civil Union
bill and corresponding Destiny Church ‘Enough is Enough’
campaign in 2004, and again in 2013 around marriage
equality. It’s not to say that the debate didn’t happen at other
times, but that as society geared up towards some pragmatic
change for a marginalised portion of its population, people
came out in droves to argue those changes didn’t need to
be made because the people they address are just people
who chose to be bad.
This same thing is happening now. Anti-transgender activists
argue that trans people are just part of a political movement,
a movement to exterminate men and women, a movement
to ‘trans’ their children in order to eliminate gayness/the
family/science. When they do accept the notion that being
trans isn’t a choice or the result of conditioning, they argue
that it is a mental illness to be corrected, that trans people
naturally experience psychiatric issues and disproportionate
suicide because they are naturally broken or inadequate.
This ontological argument puts trans people into a double
bind; we can accept that trans people are made and thus
we are a potential threat, or we can accept that trans
people are born and we are faulty. The discussion being
had provides little space for people to argue other ways of
being. Underneath the argument about whether and how

FEATURE: GENDER IS BORING; RIGHTS ARE WHERE IT'S AT.
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"Anti-transgender activists argue
that trans people are just part of a
political movement, a movement
to exterminate men and women, a
movement to ‘trans’ their children
in order to eliminate gayness/the
family/science."

gender, and thus trans people, exist are other issues. These
other issues around civil rights and social treatment of trans
people are really what is at stake and what is obfuscated.

if the gender/sex information is to stand as a proxy for even
less strictly yet still common-sensically grouped features,
like presence/absence of facial hair, size, or strength.

So, what is the alternative to debating the existence of
trans people? What can be done to break out of the trap
that reactionaries produce. Brian Earp argues that rather
than be bogged down by ontological concerns when it
comes to grouping people and constraining (or opening
up) their participation in certain activities, spaces, etcetera,
we should be considering what features of people in any
given situation are most relevant when dividing people up.
By considering what some decision, or service, or law is
actually designed to accomplish, we will likely find that the
relevant features of people, and thus the relevant ways to
group people, will be different, and likely more specific, than
just grouping by complex categories like man and woman.

I know when I personally have to check these boxes I
deliberate heavily, attempting to understand which piece of
information is relevant in order to know which box to tick in
any given setting. Leaving the identification of your variables
of interest to the guesses of your participants seems like a
bad way to do science. The obvious alternative that would
solve this situation is not using categories like gender/
sex as proxies for more detailed, specific information.
Psychologists, for example, could record the details they
actually think are relevant to their study. Rather than ask
about people’s gender when you’re studying something that
would be more reasonably be governed by hormones than
genitals, they could measure hormone levels instead, for
example.

Here’s an example of what I mean by gender/sex as complex
categories and how their complexity can be problematic.
In psychology, sex/gender is often recorded so that some
relationship can be drawn up between it and some other
interesting phenomena. Imagine, you are participating in
a psychology experiment and you are asked to indicate
whether you are a man or a woman on an information sheet.
You have to ask yourself; are they asking what I call myself,
or what others call me? Do they want to know what genitals I
have, what hormones, what, chromosomes? Common sense
would have most of these things lining up in certain ways
such that ticking the man box would be understood to mean
you are saying you have a penis, dominantly testosterone,
XY chromosomes et cetera.

Admittedly this change to more direct labelling/description
is not taken up well by anti-transgender activists who still
want to keep the debate at the level of ontology. Recently,
anti-transgender activists engaged in a public discussion
on Twitter regarding the language used in a sex education
curriculum that they claimed was just laced with trans
ideology. An example of the problematic language was
“unplanned pregnancies can occur if penis-in-vagina sex
happens where the penis ejaculates sperm and the person
with a vagina also has a womb.” Because this sentence
doesn’t refer to men or women, anti-trans activists recognise
this phrasing as ideological because the use of man and
woman would be objective to them.

But imagine you are a trans woman and these things don’t
line up so nicely in the common-sense way. Maybe you take
hormones, or have had an orchiectomy (i.e., removal of the
testes). Maybe you are intersex. It's not clear which box
people in these situations should tick. It gets even harder

Taking Brian Earp’s stance of looking at what is actually
relevant here, using the terms man and woman would
actually be less objective. People who would have been
previously generally identified as women are typically shorter
than those identified as men; is size difference relevant

12
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here? Is muscle density? Typical voice pitch? Typical heart
attack symptoms? Typical life expectancy? These are all
things that have some culturally established link to sex/
gender but none of these are relevant for talking about the
mechanics of how pregnancy works, so referring to the
most general terms possible for grouping people (man and
woman) would be including far too much for consideration.
In this way, referring to people with penises and vaginas and
wombs is more factually accurate and relevant. Where antitransgender activists think avoiding categorising people by
gross (meaning general, not disgusting… but also maybe that
*shrug*) gender terms is ideological, transgender people and
their allies tend to think of it as more descriptively accurate.
The key thing with this change in language is that it deals
with the actual matter at hand, without bringing in other
unrequired notions. Discussing the biology of sexual health
can be done with simple description without reference to
ideas that are not important or mean nothing in that context.
This same can be done with other sex-divided arenas. Rather
than men’s and women’s sports leagues, divide the leagues
on the basis of whatever is relevant. Presumably this would
be size, age, strength. This way the things that actually impact
competition are foregrounded in the distinction. Fashion is
already divided up in terms of season, type of clothing item
(dresses, trousers, et cetera), sizes, degree of casualness.
Rather than having men’s and women’s clothing, why not
just call clothes what they are? And you know what—if you
really want a space where only people with certain genital
configurations, or previous gendered experiences can hang
out, then go for it. But call it what it is; a genital-determined
space.

When we talk about access to medical care for transgender
people, its because we think all people who need medical
care should get it. When we talk about autonomy to change,
or not, our bodies, it's because all people should have that
right. When we talk about legislative change that allows
people to amend the sex on their birth records it's because
all people should have authority over how their identity
is recorded, preserved and used by some third party with
power over us. When we say we want protections for trans
people in housing and employment, it’s because everyone
should have those protections.
Very few of the things transgender people want are only
for transgender people. While many of these things would
impact transgender people’s lives more currently, they
would benefit everyone to some degree.
Debating gender, and transgender lives, is a distraction. Antitransgender activists would prefer we kept the discussion at
this level so as not to show that society can be organised
in a different, more equitable way. And to some degree this
is fair when you consider the amount of work that has gone
into managing gender as it stands until now. But we cannot
let them hold the status quo when it means limiting who can
participate adequately and equally in society.
None of these are new ideas, but I’m hoping that in
considering them now, when the popular discourse on
transgender people extend only minutely beyond “Trans
people are real and they are the gender they say”, we
can all move discussion towards genuine access to, and
participation in, society.

Another prime impact of discussing things in terms of their
relevant features is that it highlights that a lot of the things
trans people talk about are not only transgender issues.

FEATURE: GENDER IS BORING; RIGHTS ARE WHERE IT'S AT
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It’s Not a Phase, Mom
WORDS BY GRACE CLARKE | SHE/HER

Ever since my childhood obsession with Kim Possible, it has
been painfully obvious to everyone that I am Not Straight.
Well, to everyone except me. Have you ever been the last
person to find out about something, and then you feel so
fucking dumb for taking so long to figure it out? That was
me, realising that I identify as bisexual at the grand old age
of 20.
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I have always been the stereotypically ‘gay’ girl. Apart from
a regretful skinny jeans phase, my style has always been
typically ‘masculine’. I distinctly remember arguments with
my mum as a child, where I would scream whenever she
would try to put me in a dress, or put bows in my hair. I was
often made fun of (mainly by younger, Masculine™ boys) for
being the only girl in my highschool to wear pants instead
of a skirt, after proudly fighting for such a right for over two
years. I’m sure, in part, my assertion to myself and others
that I was, in fact, straight was an act of defiance against
everyone who made such assumptions about me. Style and
expression should never be used to make assumptions or
comments surrounding a person’s sexual orientation or
gender identity.
It may surprise some of my ex-classmates that my
preference for patterned shirts and cuffed jeans isn’t
actually the reason I want to fuck girls. Even though these
predictions about my sexuality did turn out to be, in part, true,
that doesn’t justify such comments and biased opinions.
Sorry, my substitute chemistry teacher, but I’m not going to
applaud you for loudly whispering to your coworkers that my
female best friend and I were dating (we weren’t). But, on
reflection, it is fun to find humour in how overtly ‘gay’ I have
appeared to others in contrast with my own ignorance to my
bisexuality until this year.

"It may surprise some of my exclassmates that my preference
for patterned shirts and cuffed
jeans isn’t actually the reason
I want to fuck girls."

My clothing choices aside, I still do often wonder how, and
why, it took me two decades to figure this out. My bisexual
awakening—which I guess is what we’re calling it now—
began in a way that I’m sure many of us can relate to: playing
Minecraft. No, I’m not horny for Minecraft Steve and Alex,
although there’s definitely porn for that if that’s what you’re
into. Rather, my (also bi) boyfriend and I were 3 hours into
a mapping mission like the cool kids we are, when I made
a throwaway comment about loving Kim Possible as a kid.
Multiple hours, and lots of tears and revelations later, we
were excitedly bonding over bisexual memes on Reddit.
Apparently, when straight girls are growing up they don’t
usually wank off to pictures of Ruby Rose? Wild, I know.
Questioning your sexuality is definitely a scary time, and
learning to accept this new part of you can be really difficult.
I’ve often gone from panicking that I’m actually just straight,
to stressing that I’m secretly a lesbian, all within the space
of 24 hours, on multiple ocassions. But, despite this stress,
all I know for certain is saying I’m bi feels more ‘me’ than
anything else. For people like me who are attracted to
multiple genders, the nature of our sexual orientation often

lends itself to having a constant crisis about whether our
identity is valid.
This is made even more difficult with bi erasure still being
so prevalent even within the Queer community. I think this
anxiety of ‘faking it’ is definitely a major reason why people
like myself can take so long to start questioning their own
sexuality. I have certainly begun to question my identity
multiple times before, but always managed to shut myself
down due to my attraction to men. Rather than this being
due to any internalised homophobia, I believe this was more
to do with feeling like I wasn’t bi enough to actually be bi.
My sexual experiences with anyone besides straight, cis
men were non-existent in my teenage years. So whenever I
began to question whether I myself wasn’t straight, I felt like
I was lying to myself. “Vagina’s are scary!” I had proclaimed
multiple times prior to my self acceptance as a bisexual
woman. As my boyfriend rightfully pointed out, dicks are
scary, too.
I’d be lying if I said that privilege doesn't play a major part
in my personal experience with discovering my sexuality.
I’m a white, cisgender woman with very supportive family
and friends, and when I realised I was bisexual I never had
to worry about being accepted for who I am. Because of
my privilege, I will never have to worry about losing my job,
home, or even my life simply because of my place in the
LGBTQ+ community. It’s so easy for me to sit here and write
about discovering my sexuality, for the entire university and
beyond to be able to read about. While coming out to myself
and others in adulthood has been something I am able
to enjoy and laugh about, I understand that many people
have no choice but to remain in the closet for a long time
simply because being themselves is too dangerous. No one
deserves to be made to feel like they have to hide who they
are.
Recently, with the support of those around me, I’ve gone
from being rather afraid of my sexuality to embracing it. From
cutting my hair really short, to my boyfriend and I *ahem*
hanging out with a friend, I've been like an excitable kid in
a lolly store, discovering an entirely new world for the first
time. However, just as I thought I was straight 6 months ago,
I don’t know for certain if I will identify as bi forever. Sexuality
is a spectrum, and I’m still not exactly sure where I fall within
it. But, I think that’s kind of besides the point. While I, and
many other queer people, find the use of labels to describe
ourselves helpful and liberating, no one owes anybody an
explanation of their gender or sexuality. We should be able
explore who we are, and who (or whether) we want to fuck
and love, at any stage of our lives.
I think moving away to university has provided myself, and
many others, a valuable opportunity to figure out who we are—
whether that’s regarding our sexuality, gender, or just what
flavour of scrumpy is best (spoiler: it’s none of them). After
all, what’s uni for if not for a bit of sexual experimentation
while high as shit? Sorry to all the parents out there reading
this, but your daughter probably isn’t studying an Arts major
at Vic for the career opportunities. Not that I’m speaking
from experience or anything, Dad.

FEATURE: IT'S NOT A PHASE, MOM
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Stories of Queer
Student Advocacy
WORDS BY BROCK STOBBS | HE/HIM

Queer student advocacy at Victoria has a long and, frankly,
messy history. It’s full of people who live, breathe, and sweat
queer advocacy, and while it would be nice to look back and
reflect on this history, previous Queerlient’s have already
done it.
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What’s the next step then? It can only be to broaden our
horizons and look outside of our cosy little university. Shit’s
going on at other places of higher learning, so I spoke with
the people involved in the queer student groups found there.
Without further ado, here’s the tea.

If you happen to exist in the vague Twitter-sphere I do, you
would have noticed the talk of a name change fund at UoA.
They are one and the same. Described as “very accessible”,
it's a huge win for trans students—one yet to be replicated
across the country.

Massey UniQ Palmerston North: Visible and growing

Student Connection: Starting fresh

Eva, former President and current Vice-President, from the
UniQ sister group at Massey Manawatū emphasised the
social-focus of their UniQ.

Magenta is the Rainbow Representative on the Student
Council at Weltec and Whitiereia known as Student
Connection. Through various reshuffles and mergings, the
Rainbow Rep role has persisted to “ensure we are inclusive
of all student voices”.

In our chat, Eva outlined how the culture in Palmerston North
is vastly different to Wellington which leads to their social
approach. Students are more in need of a community and
support than anything else, and their growing membership
provides that. A further sign that this approach is a positive
one is the fact that other local tertiary institutes, namely
Universal College Of Learning and the Institute of Pacific
United, have provided opportunities for further reach and
provision of support.
While social activities are at the forefront, advocating
doesn’t take a backseat—it just comes about in a different
way. Eva described the UniQ at Massey Manawatū as
“more of a group that reacts”. This kind of advocacy seems
to define UniQ at Massey Manawatū. After being invited
to a flatting expo, people asked about trans-friendly flats.
This prompted them to start collecting info to help connect
trans students with these flats. A similar invitation, but this
time to a sexual health talk, saw them promoting queer
sexual health.
The benefit of increased visibility is twofold in the case of
UniQ. With greater awareness among students, they are
able to advocate for a greater number of students. The same
awareness provides them with opportunities from their
university and wider community to support queer students.
Trans on Campus (University of Auckland):
An alternative approach
When I met with someone previously involved with Trans
on Campus, she described it to me as “a bunch of student
activists who all just happened to be trans”. The group is
quite different to the more formally structured UniQ’s across
the country, yet is still effective.
Not happy with how the existing institutions were providing
for trans students, they sought to change that. Prominent in
2014 and 2015, the group focused on two big issues: genderneutral bathrooms and preferred names in the university’s
IT system. Bathrooms were a “lost fight” as the university’s
solution to classify female bathrooms as gender-neutral
(due to their lack of urinals) failed to meet other guidelines.
Where they succeeded, however, was with the IT system.
Well, sort of. Fixing the IT system seemed impossible.
However, while meeting with senior university officials, the
idea of funding trans and gender diverse students’ legal
name change was proposed and eventually adopted.

Despite this persistence, however, the momentum behind
the work of the Rainbow Rep has been lost. Magenta
describes her current work as “essentially starting fresh with
everything we are doing this year”.
Starting fresh in the year of COVID-19 has naturally proved
difficult, even more so at a polytech with campuses that
spans Wellington City and the Hutt Valley. Similar to Massey
UniQ Palmerston North, visibility is a major priority. Small
public-facing wins characterise Magneta’s work. Making
people aware of the presence of support for Rainbow
students and letting them know there is a community is a
big focus.
This work, however, is supported by a lot of behind-thescenes work (a common occurrence for queer student
advocates). Magenta detailed how she has been connecting
with staff and highlights how they have been “friendly and
approachable”.
What seems to benefit starting fresh during a time like this is
that people and institutions are more receptive to this kind of
representation, and aware of the need for it. The openness
of staff gives Magenta hope that they will be able to engage
in meaningful lines of communication and “slowly but surely
make some progress for students”.
Moving forward
What is abundantly clear to me from these queer student
advocactes is that challenges and successes differ across
the country. There are unique elements to every group, and
variations in their missions. Whether it’s based on their local
community’s culture, the existing support provided by their
institutions, or the momentum behind their advocacy, queer
student advocacy is not homogenous.
None of these experiences were unknown to me before I
embarked on this journey of collecting stories, but part of
me was still surprised. I think you can get a bit of tunnel
vision when you focus so heavily on one group, one cause. I
know I sure have. Looking outward when you’re working on
a very localised cause might seem redundant but there’s a
certain benefit to be had—perspective.

FEATURE: STORIES OF QUEER STUDENT ADVOCACY
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GEORGE TURNER, LAKE WAKATIPU, DIGITAL PHOTOGAMMETRY, 3D MODELLING AND ANIMATION (2019)
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Queerenting
WORDS BY MIIA AND ROSIE VAN BEUSEKOM | SHE/HER AND THEY/THEM
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Queerent (n): /kwi3'Int/
A queer parent; the
most in-between of all
in-betweens; out loud
and proud enough to be
those parents, but never
confident enough to
claim a seat on the PTA
or organise playdates.

Being a parent brings different challenges for everyone.
Whether it’s confronting your trauma, trying to make
financially responsible decisions, (re)discovering your
cultural identity, or just learning how to be a good parent. At
the end of the day, you know there’s lots of people out there
who are experiencing similar challenges with parenting.
There is a wealth of tips, tricks, and stories available across
a range of platforms and groups to aid in dealing with the
vast majority of these challenges. Almost every parent could
spend their own private eternity regaling you with stories
of breastfeeding woes, potty training mishaps, and public
tantrums. But I am yet to find another mother who holds an
answer for when their child mistakenly calls them ‘dad’ for
the first time.
Even though queer parents exist, we tend to make up a
very small proportion of both queer people and parents.
And the range of genders, sexualities, and relationship
dynamics that queerents can present as is wickedly vast.
We may find parents that are gay, trans, or have a blended
family, but our personal dynamic reaches beyond any one of
these categories. And this may be the same for many other
queerents out there. Trying to find a family that mirrors our
own is like attempting to place ourselves on a Venn diagram
where the circles don't even meet.
A significant part of our Queerenting experience has been:
“Why does my kid think dads are a necessary part of forming
a family?” Well the answer to that is: “Because literally the
entire world is telling her so.”
There’s no casual queer parent representation for young
children. Kids media has so many different family types
visible: cis-het couples, single mums, single dads, parents
of all different ethnicities, even blended families. But there
are almost no queer parents. Even when queer parents are
present, we are shown as an oddity. Either as something
strange that must be explained to children so that they can
understand why their family looks different, or as a Special
Family™ that must be celebrated. Rather than showing them
that queer families exist, and are much the same as any
other family, it shows us as an outlier.

Even the media aimed at children around queer parents
tends to be along the lines of “I have two mums, and
that’s normal.” But it isn’t fucking normal. We need to own
that and understand why that’s not normal. We want our
kids to see their families represented in media in a way
that is unapologetic, honest, and acknowledges there are
important differences. Glossing over the huge diversity that
can be encountered in family dynamics and painting them
in an “everything is the same, actually” brush dismisses the
differences of each family, and robs queer families of the
explicit yet casual inclusion that we need. Because the fact
is, the differences are important. It feels far too often that we
must consider pushing aside our hard-won queer identities
in favour of our identities as parents. The fact that it can be
difficult to have these identities coexisting side by side and
equally recognised shows how far the queer community
has to go to gain representation and acceptance of all its
members.

"We want our kids to see their
families represented in media
in a way that is unapologetic,
honest, and acknowledges there
are important differences."
Perhaps it’s no wonder then, that many cis-het people
and young children often have trouble understanding that
we can be out and proud queer, while also being parents.
When the common association with being trans is a highly
sexualised performance art, how do you imagine trans
people as parents? Indeed, queerness as a whole is highly
sexualised
—and being sexualised just doesn’t fit with
parenthood. When other parents learn one of us is trans,
they ask—usually through visible shock and confusion—how
we explain transness to our kids. It almost seems foreign,
like some low-budget out-of-body experience, to explain to
another parent that people have personalities beyond their
sexual organs.
Queer parents are going to become more visible and a larger
community in time, as societal attitudes towards queerness
changes, and we become more accepted. It will become
easier for queer families to adopt children or to have our
own children. Our kids are currently bombarded with media
with cishet parents which tells them their family is strange.
And we are. But it shouldn’t be something that leaves us
worrying about how well our children will understand our
queer identities. We just hope that we can be good enough
parents that our children will automatically see beyond the
greater societal expectations of what their family should
look like.

FEATURE: QUEERENTING
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Me, Myself, and
the Bi Guy
WORDS BY JOE L.

The thought of me writing this makes me want to throw up.
It’s not often I get to express this stomach-churning feeling
through writing, speech, or really any media for that matter.
I suppose I should explain why I’m getting the urge to run
to the toilet bowl and let my bowels empty via the entrance
they were filled—I’m a bisexual man shining a light on my
own internalised homophobia.
I don’t want to be too depressing or make y’all care too much,
but I do want to make sure you know that this exists. There
are countless crowds of people casually going about their
day, whilst internally fighting themselves over their sexual
orientation. I know this isn’t the hardest of battles to fight
in this current age of feeling and being everything, but it is
a story to be told and shared so others like me know they’re
not alone.
To set the scene: I’m Me. I get high with my friends, I paint
my nails with my friends, I swipe inconsistently on Tinder
and then get interrupted by the dick pics on Grindr. I’m also
a young Māori/Pākeha man who was raised by a Catholic
mum and a stern father. I lived in Southland and experienced
enough time on a sheep farm to know it’s not for me.
But there’s more to me than that. Who is the man that I keep
hidden away from myself, that I have never told my family
about, that I only address when I’m high, drunk, or crying
(which is rarely due to another problem with NZ’s toxic Kiwi
bloke representation)? Well, tbh, idk. I first saw him in the
reflection of my phone as I searched for gay porn late at
night. Sometime later he emerged in first-year as I lost my
V-card to a lovely lady. However, neither of us knew wtf to do—
so naturally, I downloaded Grindr. More recently, I saw him
anxiously struggle to fall asleep next to his ex after another
failed attempt to get him off.
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These reflections are him, are me. But I only wanted to view
him as an entity in a mirror—I didn’t want to be gay, I wanted
to be straight. I remember my old science teacher said
“nobody chooses to be gay, your DNA is already made, you
will be as you are”. And very distinctly thinking to myself “say
sike right now” only he never did, he never even said, “and
that’s okay”. He just carried on talking about some shit about
punnett squares. Hearing that I couldn’t choose made me
feel like I had lost a war that I didn’t even want to start. My
upbringing never prepared me for this, I went to Catholic
Church on Sunday, ate and drank whatever, sang the
whatever creed, then went home and smashed my brother’s
LEGO. I was the pure image of a good Southland child being
raised to fuck chicks and dodge dicks. But boy, (oh boys)
have I shown my parents wrong.
My body count isn’t that high, but it’s definitely varied. I’ve
sucked dick overseas and in the back of cars, yet I’ve also
eaten pussy till my tongue hurts, and struggled to find the
clit. If you know me in Wellington, you’ll know I’m not just into
chicks. I had a bit of a reawakening when I moved from the
farmlands to the capital, but that’s only in my exterior display.
Internally, I haven’t. Sure I’m happy to order a 30 dollar Uber
to some guys house at 1am so I can blow some grass then
pound his ass. Yet I cannot tell myself I’m happy being
bisexual.
Internalised homophobia is an easy definition: ‘the gay
person’s direction of negative social attitudes towards the
self, leading to a devaluation of the self and resultant internal
conflicts and poor self-regard.’ (Meyer and Dean, 1998). Or
more colloquially, when members of the LGBTQIA+ society

are subject to society’s negative perspective, stigma, and
intolerance towards LGBTQIA+ people, and as a result, flip
those ideas inwards on themselves whilst believing they
are true.
So yes, it’s felt internally, and yes it’s a fear of nonheterosexual orientations. And on top of that, yes, it’s hard
to pinpoint which part you fear. For example, some could
fear being connected to the gay community when they don’t
feel they want/need to be as vibrant, some could fear how
their relationship with people would change, others fear
the secrecy of having to come out of the closet. Myself? I
fear a combination of going beyond the safe haven of the
closet, putting myself out into a vibrant community that
I don’t always vibe with, and going with the ‘wrong’ I was
aggressively taught by my aggressively heterosexual society.

"I was the pure image of a good
Southland child being raised to
fuck chicks and dodge dicks.
But boy, (oh boys) have I shown
my parents wrong."
My fear of not lining up with the queer community stemmed
from the invalidation of bisexuals. While I was growing
up, the Southland queer community was highlighted as
only gays (they dropped all the other letters in our handy
acronym), no bisexuals were seen at all. If anything, being
bisexual was seen as a ‘phase’ and would soon evolve to be
a complete gay—no straight attached. The queer community
is sometimes still in this mindset, and like every human, is
possible of being cruel. So let me make this, quite clear.
Being bisexual is valid, is important, is special and creative,
is part of you and forever will be. That was more for my

sake than yours but ya know. There’s even more evidence
for my homophobic side due to my bisexual nature. Being
able to like boys and girls means that I can get away with
oppressing the queer side and just focus on the women—an
easy way out, I know.
Being stuck doubting and hating my orientation while in a
relationship was not very good, not very good at all. I dunno
if my ex could tell or could see this struggle. I like to think I
was a pretty good actor but she was far too smart to not see
through any bs I ever presented to her. Now that I’m out of
that relationship, I’ve somewhat realised what I was going
through—and still am—a rough patch of being disgusted by
every inkling of me that isn’t either a Chad or straight.
The one thing I’ve found that has helped me to address this
homophobic side is time and exposure. Combining these
two things has helped to normalise the queer me that I have
been taught to deny at every corner. It’s difficult to imagine
any queer person in NZ has not dealt with some degree of
internalised homophobia, and others I have discussed this
with have found resolution in time, counseling, and being
with the right crowd. The smallest way to approach this
personal oppression is through chat, and if it’s with the right
people (like a therapist) then it can work extreme wonders.
I thought I’d leave you with a little quote that I live by. As Lou
Bega classically said:
‘A little bit of Monica in my life, a little bit of Erica by my side,’
but ya see I misheard. I ended up singing ’A little bit of Monica
in my life, a little bit of Eric (uh) by my side.’
Btw this is my Tinder anthem ;)

FEATURE: ME, MYSELF, AND THE BI GUY
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GRACE CARR AND SOPHIE DIXON
SHE/HER AND SHE/HER

TARA Ó SÚILLEABHÁIN | SHE/HER

LESBIHONEST—ON THE MOST
IMPORTANT CRUSH(ER) THIS WEEK

LG?T

Do I want to be her or be with her? The ultimate question.
Defining feelings is complex and often relies on a wee
bit of trial, error, and most importantly, communication.
Sometimes you don’t know what it means when a friend tells
you they love you. Here are some ways to navigate that in
our experience:

I first came out as a lesbian in high school when I was 15
and to my surprise, my straight friends were all completely
accepting of it. Then I started dating and realised that
maybe I wasn’t as gay as I thought I was… So I came out as
bi and while my straight friends were confused at first, they
accepted it.

If this was a drunken confession…

Over the years, I’ve had my fair share of being sexualised
by straight men for being a bisexual woman or having
straight women call me an attention-seeker. It’s gross, but
something I didn’t expect was the reaction from the lesbian
community.

1. Have breakfast
2. Have dinner
3. Less gin
If it’s the day after the fact, and you are panicking while
attempting the impossible task of getting on top of uni…
1. Take a breath. As long as you understand where you stand
with each other, genuinely communicate, and are content
with not viewing feelings as black and white, things will be
okay.
2. Never assume other people will act in the same way you
would—cottage core and indie dyke worlds can collide.
The takeaways (and not the Level 3 kind): Women are
goddesses, you probably do want to be with her. Having a
crush on someone doesn’t mean you need to figure it all out
straight ;)) away. Those feelings don’t have to be defined or
even eventuate—it’s okay to just vibe with someone, and not
chuck it in some dumb heteronormative category.
Life and feelings are confusing, having a crush is beautiful,
let’s all just live love laugh and not have to deal with the
stress of working out what the fuck to do with a crush during
a global pandemic.
We’re not convinced this question can be answered. If we do,
we’ll let you know. Please send advice to campaigns@vuwsa.
org.nz, and wellbeing@vuwsa.org.nz if you find the answers
first. Communicate–Have Fun–Be Gay.
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I’ve felt like an invader in queer spaces because I date men. I
feel the need to let everyone know that I’ve been in love with
women, I’ve had sex with women, I still fancy women even
if I have a boyfriend and it’s exhausting. I tell people “I’m
feminine presenting and I get hit on more by guys, so I tend
to date guys more”, but it’s a bit more complex than that.
When I tell a straight man that I’m bi, usually the response I
get is some dumb comment about a threesome, or a quick
“oh yeah”, and then we move on to another topic.
When I tell a lesbian I’m bi, I often feel judged for it. I’ve had
lesbians tell me that I’m “gross”, or that they’re not there to
be “experimented on”. I become the placeholder for any
woman they’ve ever dated who left them for a man.
I’m sorry that happened to you, being cheated on is awful,
but these responses are biphobic and you’re making
excuses for them. The queer community has improved in
its response to bisexuality over the years, but there is still a
long way to go.

Mauri Ora
DR CATHY STEPHENSON | SHE/HER

GENDER-AFFIRMING HEALTH CARE AT MAURI ORA
Meeting a new health provider can be daunting, no matter
who you are, and is even harder if your previous experiences
have been negative. “Counting Ourselves”, a 2018 survey
of trans and non-binary people in Aotearoa, found an
alarming 36% of respondents had actually avoided seeing
a doctor because they were worried about disrespect or
mistreatment.
This survey also found that 79% of the respondents reported
high or very high psychological distress, and that more
than half had thought about attempting suicide in the last
12 months. These figures aren’t surprising, given that this
group also reported significantly higher rates of bullying,
discrimination, and sexual violence—but they are deeply
distressing.
At Mauri Ora, we facilitate a collaborative partnership with
gender diverse students, called the Sex Gender Diverse
Working Group. This group is made up of students from the
Rainbow community, as well as staff members. The group’s
mahi ensures that Mauri Ora provides the very best care and
support for our Rainbow population, and that all the team
working here understand and affirm the particular needs of
this community.
This group has driven some really important change at Mauri
Ora, and I am extremely proud of the services we now offer,
and the way we offer them. Some of the key things we have
in place are:
We ask about your gender, your preferred name and your
pronouns right from the start—when you enrol with our
service this will be on your registration form, ensuring that
you aren’t ‘misnamed’ or ‘misgendered’ by our team. If at any
stage you would like to alter these details, get in touch with
us at the email address below and we will talk you through
the process. We can also advise you on how to alter your
name, gender marker, and other details on your university or
legal documents.

We have a fabulous team of counsellors who are all skilled
at providing gender-affirming support, and we are incredibly
fortunate to have Anny da Silva Freitas (they/them/she/her)
who has specialised training, competence and expertise in
supporting Rainbow students who are requesting hormone
care, counselling and other support around transition.
We can provide gender-affirming hormone therapy in-house,
without the need to visit a specialist unless you choose
to do so. If you are considering starting hormone therapy
for the first time, you can book an initial appointment with
either Dr Rona Carroll (she/her) or Dr Cathy Stephenson
(she/her), and they will talk you through the next steps.
This can include getting support from a counsellor who
is experienced in trans-affirmative healthcare. If you are
already established on hormone therapy, and simply need
ongoing prescriptions and regular health care, please feel
free to book an appointment with any member of our team.
All our nurses are skilled at giving testosterone injections,
and can teach you how to safely self-inject too.
We have strong and valued relationships with a number of
external providers, including fertility specialists, genderaffirmative physiotherapists, voice therapists, community
support groups, and surgeons. We will happily talk to you
about what they can offer, and how to access them, and
can make the referrals on your behalf. Most importantly, our
team recognises that you are the expert around your own
gender identity, and will work alongside you, in a partnership,
to establish and achieve your health and wellbeing goals.
We look forward to meeting you!
Our services are available to any student currently enrolled
at VUW. Health and counselling services are free if you are
a domestic student, but there may be a charge if you are an
international student. To book an appt call 04 463 5308 or
visit our website, wgtn.ac.nz/student-health-counselling for
more information. If you would like to join the Sex Gender
Diverse Working Group, please email Dr Cathy at mauriora@
vuw.ac.nz.
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No room for homophobia.
Our University supports safe and
inclusive environments for students
of all sexualities, genders, and
sex characteristics.

Victoria University of Wellington’s Student Interest and
Conflict Resolution Team provide support, information,
and options for reporting homophobic behaviours.

www.wgtn.ac.nz/student-interest
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Untitled No.212

My backyard seems to come pre-packaged with
feelings of loss.
Loss of what could have been.
Loss of childhood.
The swings are gone, the playhouse empty.
We cut the ribbon holding the weeds closed and
now they’re overflowing.
The deadly nightshade is taking up all the seats in
the flowerbed cinema, dancing around herbs and
shrubs like they aren’t even there.
The lime tree grows taller with every passing
moment, like it’s trying to compete with the house
for a height-based Guinness world record. I
wonder if it knows that the house stopped
competing a long time ago. Or if its
competitiveness blinds its non-existent eyes.
Beds of stone and pavers of concrete cut up green
families, a small lawn sits obsolete in the centre.
You could have worth; I whisper to it. You could
have been used to grow growth, to feed, to love, to
nurture.
Then I remember that I have no place to tell
anyone else how to grow. That I have no right to
measure another’s self-worth.
They all crowd the greenhouse, pointing to it like
the star in a silent nature musical. It all comes back
to this abandoned, decrepit building.

It’s missing something, my backyard.
On bad days, I think its love,
And on good days, I think it’s me.

Billie Angus | She/Her

Send your poems to poetry@salient.org.nz

Actually, I don’t think you can call it that, with only
three walls and almost more leaks than roof. It has
a nice carpet though; a bed of moss so thick you
could lose your feet if you’re not careful, and I’m
not sure you’d be able to find them again.

POETRY
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Barn Dance

tonight
I danced
with a guy
I look at him
and think
fuck it
it's worth a shot
I hit the bullseye
swipe him right
off his feet
I smile
he smiles
we're just happy to be dancing
and everyone watching
probably just thinks
well there's a couple of guys who are confident in their sexuality
tonight
I gave advice
to a guy
not the same one, mind
I look at him
and think
fuck it
it's okay to think he's fine
it's okay to melt a little
when he touches me
unknowingly
after all
he'll never be mine anyhow

he asks me about someone we know
someone who's into him
he doesn't name who
he wants to know
if I see
what he sees
I'd like to think I do
he wants to know
if he should be clear
after all
he does have a girlfriend
but
I couldn't care less
it's he
who is in my sights
and
in hindsight
I wonder
if he was actually
talking about me
and
in hindsight
I tell myself
I'm probably just looking too closely
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tonight
I was that guy's bitch

okay
you got me
tonight
I came out
to a girl
I trust her
and think
fuck it
time
to steal a second
time
to be real a second
because
I feel
this second
is
the one
quick
before it ticks over
I lower my guard
raise a glass
say cheers to my sexuality
and
it's everything I wanted it to be

reconciling thoughts
with her
of him
and him
and me
and you
you've been with me all this time
just around the corner of every silence
pulling the spotlight from each dramatic monologue
to another tired love song
but you know what?
I'm still not tired of them
tonight
I'm thinking about a guy
I wonder if
in eyeing up
these other guys
I've been unfaithful
at least
to a shadow
if that even
makes sense
to you
but I think
fuck it
it's all a barn dance really
picking partners
swapping partners
tripping over
going under
flowing freely
laughing loudly
making memories
and losing ourselves to the dance

Send your poems to poetry@salient.org.nz

I hold his drink
and think
fuck it
I'm actually quite happy to hold your drink
and it's not just
because you're cute
in a solid
well-built
straight guy
sort of way

I just hope that when the music stops
I'm dancing next to you

Ethan | He/Him

POETRY
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Critical Support for the Twink Revolution
Podcast Review

JOHNNY O’HAGAN BREBNER | HE/HIM
“Doing an irony” is central to Twink Revolution. The hosts,
Gian and Sam, admit the idea itself is a “shitty joke about
who you would trust least to do political analysis… twinks
are famously meant to be vapid and shallow.” Their love of
irony expresses itself throughout the podcast, which uses a
broad Marxist lens to create lippy and mocking commentary
on the state of the world.
The show is recorded in San Francisco, the USA’s famous
gay capital also home to the darling of modern capitalism,
Silicon Valley. Appropriately, the hosts present scathing
deconstructions of America’s political and economic
landscape with enough homo stuff to keep it interesting.
TwinkRev has also been quick to develop and expand. From
their shitposting origins, they’ve hosted “actual” political
candidates and academics (recently Shahid Buttar and
Howie Hawkins). Quarantine also saw some unique episodes,
like their recording with “gay adult performer” Matt Muck
("Muckraking Sex Work Discourse"), and another where the
twinks try out some new perfumes ("Sniffing Twinks").
The twinks also recently set up a new website for written
work from paid contributors—“The idea with that is to do
what awful gay online media has done for years, but with less
basic bitch politics (but still with basic bitch aesthetics).”
But the podcast’s analysis will be the most interesting
thing for New Zealand listeners. Thoroughly materialist, the
twinks provide an alternative breakdown of the complex
and surreal facets of US politics; the deficiencies of the
Democrats, the troubles of the Trump administration, and
the much-maligned Liberals are their favourite targets. They
also jump into international affairs, overseas politics, as well
as the heated discourses of the online world.
One of TwinkRev’s big concerns, which New Zealanders
might also be worried about, is the leftist ‘grift’. US and
UK commentators have noted the prevalence of political
climbers utilising leftist rhetoric for personal gain. Rather
than working to improve the lives of those they build their
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political careers on, the (well founded) charge from TwinkRev
and others, is that this is all for hollow self-aggrandizement
and to secure themselves spaces in the political elite.
While the grifting leftist doesn’t seem to have a strong hold
in New Zealand, it may not be long before it does. The Green
Party candidate for Mount Albert was recently called out for
falsely suggesting he was the leader of the School Strike
for Climate marches—a particularly garish move, given
an agreement not to use involvement in the movement
for election campaigning. The Prime Minister herself, and
current MP for Mount Albert, has been an established
member of her party for decades with arguable material
improvements so far despite her position and rhetoric. It’s
worth watching out for as this grift is one of many TwinkRev
apprehensions that could make their way over here.
However, the podcast has some problems. New Zealand
listeners will likely struggle with more sensitive issues,
given both the US-focus and intentional rowdiness. The
discussions around identity politics are the most obvious
examples. Using their standard cavalier style to address
the apparently more Liberal and less grounded US Identity
Politics™, the podcast can feel callous and dismissive
towards the struggles of minority groups. The twinks appear
to be aware of this, occasionally taking the time to flesh
out their much more open ideas on identity politics and
intersectionality generally.
Overall, Twink Revolution manages to be fun while
presenting actual political analysis. As with anything, it can
be challenging. Be wary of some of the commentary, but try
to engage with it if you can. There will be something valuable
in this podcast for everyone, whether you agree with them
or not.
For a good introduction to the podcast, check out their Q&A
episode, "Open Borders & Open Bottoms" from February 26.
Twink Revolution can be found on Spotify, Apple Podcasts,
and Google Play.

Love and Looks in the Cretaceous
Film Review

WILL ELAND | THEY/THEM
Here’s the thing. I’m queer. I like dinosaurs. Obviously I like
Jurassic Park, and obviously it left an impact on me as a
young child. And because this is my review and no one can
stop me, I’m declaring Jurassic Park (1993) and all of the
characters within gay icons. Some, of course, look more like
gay icons than others.
So, who looks the gayest in Jurassic Park?

I’m not sure what specific element of this outfit makes me
think it's gay other than it feels like five to ten years after
the events of Jurassic Park, Lex realised that gender is
a construct and sexuality is fluid. Adult Lex picks up fem
baby gays at a gay bar and introduces them to a whole
new amazing world. I don’t understand what it is about pale
skinny jeans and a weird print singlet that makes me think
“that’s one whole gay” but here we are.

Dr. Alan Grant: 4/5

Tim Murphy: 5/5

He is the perfect dusty archaeologist. The button down
tucked into chinos, red bandana popping out from his
collar, the signature hat—this is an amazing look. He’s a
comfortable grown up gay man. He’s the elder gay who has
lived through so much and knows everyone. One point taken
away for grabbing Ellie’s butt.

If you’re unsure how trans men typically dress, look no
further than one Timmy. I’m pretty sure I’ve worn the exact
outfit from the original 1993 movie. It’s the shorts. The stripy
undershirt tucked into the shorts. The oversized overshirt
that doesn’t really match the colours of the rest of the outfit.
The little bandana tied around his neck in a fashion that I can
only call effeminate—these are all indisputably gay choices.
He is the young gay, who may one day grow into the elder
gay we see in Alan—and of course, in the film he does look
up to and idolise Alan.

Dr. Ellie Sattler: 4/5
Every baby lesbian was in love with her. She looks like a
bisexual who knows what she wants, loves to be a little fem,
loves to dig in the mud. Chino shorts? Cute and practical.
That over-shirt unbuttoned but tied at the waist? I’ve never
seen anything gayer. Only not five stars because there’s no
cute accessory to compliment it.
Dr. Ian Malcom: 3/5
Listen, that seductive walk toward the giant pile of shit was
iconic and gay. But his fashion could go either way! Is he gay
goth, or weird mid-life crisis? The leather jacket could be
gay subculture, but the sunglasses? They are terrible. Why
did he choose those pants? Why is his shirt unbuttoned so
much? I need to know!
John Hammond: 1/5
He looks like my grandad on vacation.
Lex Murphy: 4/5

All of the dinosaurs in the park: 6/5
Here’s the thing—every single dinosaur in Jurassic Park
is a lesbian and/or trans. They were all created female to
stop breeding, and yet eggs are found. This is explained
as a result of frog DNA—some frogs can change sex
when needed. There are also some reptilian species that
reproduce via parthenogenesis—where no male is needed
to fertilise an egg.
Regardless of how the dinosaurs look (which is scientifically
inaccurate but definitely badass), these dinosaurs are
canonically queer and therefore, they have to be the gayest
characters in this movie. Each and every dinosaur, from the
tiny Compsognathus to the incredible Tyrannosaurus rex
and formidable Brachiasaurus, is gay.
This, to me, means that Jurassic Park has some of the
highest amount of queer representation in cinema.
Life finds a way.
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Crossword: Data Centres

ACROSS

1.
7.
9
10.
11.

12.
14.
20.
22.
24.
25.

26.
27.
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DOWN

It's a very one-sided kind of
thing? (6,5)
Dobby or Elrond, for example (3)
Makeup of a conspiracy theorist's
hat (7) *
My star sign, being born midway
through November (7)
Setting for Persepolis (both
the graphic novel and the World
Heritage site) (4)
Supported, as steel or concrete
(10) *
Salmon, blueberries and dark
chocolate, famously (5,4) *
Ally together (4,6) *
Site of a famed experiment by
Galileo (4)
The Jarague lizard is the world's
smallest (7)
What you might call your family
if you were a Viking or a
7-Across (7) *
Term of address for Gawain or
Mix-A-Lot (3)
What an anonymous source might
give you... or a hint to what's
hiding in the answers to the
starred clues (6,5)

OCCUPATION STATION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
13.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
21.
23.

Epic; of ancient fiction (6)
It might grow on driftwood, in a
form known as sharimiki (6)
Second word of many fairy tales
(4)
Composer Antonio who some say
poisoned Mozart (7)
Amber or shellac (5)
Set of behaviour-governing rules,
commonly used in the names of
climate treaties (8)
Await; anticipate (6)
Inundates; swamps (6)
Art form that is apparently
only respectable when signed by
Basquiat or Banksy (8)
Flipped out (7)
Inlets an area of the South
Island are named after (6)
Clothing fastener with teeth (6)
It's fastened with an obi (6)
Support; go into reverse (4,2)
Smells really bad (5)
Concludes (4)

Sudoku

Word of the Week:
‘gay’

Te Reo Māori

NZSL

takatāpui

I got this

Happy New Year Issue's Solution

Give me a minute

Riddles
1. What do you call a non-cis
electrical component?

4. What do you call a bouncer
at a gay bar?

2. A box without hinges, key,
or lid, yet golden treasure
inside is hid.

5. Who has married many
women but never married?

3. It belongs to you. But others
use it more than you. What
is it?
Answers: 1. A transistor, 2. An egg, 3. Your name, 4. A flame
thrower, 5. A priest
OCCUPATION STATION
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Horoscopes
MADDI ROWE | SHE/HER

Good evening, folks, of all genders and orientations.
Happy Pride, every day. Here’s the signs as Items of Gay
Paraphernalia. Trademark? Idk.

ARIES
A Pump bottle douche.
DIY top realness.

CANCER
Cottagecore lesbianism.

LIBRA
Larry Stylinson fanfictions that
charged your sexual awakening
and put you on FBI watchlists.

CAPRICORN
That distinct sound that befalls
the family reunion when they
see your septum ring.
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HOROSCOPES

TAURUS

GEMINI

Poppers. R&R, but make it gay.

Gay Panic.

LEO

VIRGO

The rightful and timely
destruction of the gender binary.

The first brick thrown at Stonewall.

SCORPIO
The roll in every bisexual’s hem.

AQUARIUS
Carly Rae Jepsen’s entire
discography, because E.MO.
TION is the closest thing you
have to actual emotion.

SAGITTARIUS
The gold tinsel wrapped around
the ladder featured in Sharpay
and Ryan’s performance of
‘Bop to the Top’.

PISCES
RuPaul’s fracking empire.
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Whether you’re a dirty rooster or relatively chaste, you’re still likely
to come in contact with HPV. Take steps to help protect yourself from
genital warts and HPV-related cancers with your free* HPV immunisation.
Talk to Student Health today or visit bestshot.co.nz to find out more.

* GARDASIL® 9 is a prescription medicine, for females aged 9–45 years and males 9–26 years of age. It is a nine-valent recombinant human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine. GARDASIL® 9 is indicated for 9–45 year-old females and 9–26
year-old males, for prevention of cervical, vulvar, vaginal, and anal cancer, precancerous or dysplastic lesions, genital warts or lesions, and infection caused by the HPV types in the vaccine. Each 0.5 mL dose contains the following
HPV L1 Proteins by type: 6 (30 µg), 11 (40 µg), 16 (60 µg), 18 (40 µg), 31 (20 µg), 33 (20 µg), 45 (20 µg), 52 (20 µg), and 58 (20 µg). GARDASIL® 9 has risks and benefits, and should be used strictly as directed. Ask your doctor if
GARDASIL® 9 is right for you. Tell your healthcare professional if you or your child have ever had an allergic reaction to any vaccine or to any of the listed ingredients for GARDASIL® 9, or if you or your child has a serious illness, blood
disease, bleeding disorder, a high fever, or a weakened immune system (e.g. due to medicines, a genetic condition, or human immunodeficiency virus [HIV] infection). Common reactions are headache, fever, and injection-site pain,
swelling, and redness. Fainting can occur. Allergic reactions are rare but serious. If you are worried by any side effects, see your doctor, pharmacist, or healthcare professional. Go to the nearest hospital if you experience wheezing,
shortness of breath, or difficulty breathing; or pinkish, itchy swellings and rash, especially on the face. Immunisation does not replace the need for regular cervical cancer screening. Additional product information and Consumer
Medicine Information is available from www.medsafe.govt.nz (October 2019), and from Seqirus (NZ) Ltd, Auckland, on 0800 502 757. GARDASIL® 9 is funded for both males and females aged 9–26 years – normal charges will apply
for other patients. Copyright © 2019 Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp., a subsidiary of Merck & Co., Inc., Whitehouse Station, NJ, USA. All Rights Reserved. NZ/GAR9/0120/0073a TAPS NA12097 INSIGHT 10219B.
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